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For Introductory Financial Accounting courses at the MBA level, and for rigorous
undergraduate courses. A unique blend of theory, practice, and robust financial statement
analysis. Introduction to Financial Accounting describes the most widely accepted accounting
theory and practice with an emphasis on using and analyzing the information in financial
statements. This text also compares U.S. GAAP to IFRS where relevant.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to
ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and
registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access
codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or
renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the
access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new
access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson
carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with
the seller prior to purchase. For undergraduate and MBA Cost or Management Accounting
courses The text that defined the cost accounting market. Horngren's Cost Accounting, defined
the cost accounting market and continues to innovate today by consistently integrating the
most current practice and theory into the text. This acclaimed, market-leading text emphasizes
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the basic theme of "different costs for different purposes," and reaches beyond cost accounting
procedures to consider concepts, analyses, and management. This edition incorporates the
latest research and most up-to-date thinking into all relevant chapters and more
MyAccountingLab® coverage! MyAccountingLab is web-based tutorial and assessment
software for accounting that not only gives you more "I Get It" moments, but gives instructors
the flexibility to make technology an integral part of their course, or a supplementary resource
for students. Teaching and Learning Experience This program presents a better teaching and
learning experience. Cost Accounting, Fifteenth Edition will: Personalize learning with
MyAccountingLab: MyAccountingLab provides instructors with a rich and flexible set of course
materials, along with course-management tools that make it easy to deliver all or a portion of
your course online. Get the most current information to prepare you for your field: Up-date
material gives you a better understanding of the current issues effecting the business
environment. Receive a solid presentation of accounting hallmarks with a great emphasis on
strategy: Learn key concepts with a focus on strategy that integrates modern topics with
traditional coverage and teaches you how to handle the rapid pace of change in today's
organizations. Benefit from material that has been designed to suit your needs: This text's
modular, flexible organization can be used to suit a number of different approaches to teaching
and learning Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyAccountingLab does not
come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and
MyAccountingLab search for ISBN-10: 0133803813/ISBN-13: 9780133803815. That package
includes ISBN-10: 0133428702/ISBN-13: 9780133428704 and ISBN-10:
013345147X/ISBN-13: 9780133451474. MyAccountingLab is not a self-paced technology and
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should only be purchased when required by an instructor.
Rev. ed. of: Cost accounting: a managerial emphasis / Charles T. Horngren ... [et al.]. 13th ed.
This custom edition is published for the University of New England.
Cost Accounting: A Managerial Emphasis.
For undergraduate and MBA cost or management accounting courses. Horngren's Cost
Accounting spells out the cost accounting market and continues to innovate by consistently
integrating the most current practice and theory into the text. This acclaimed, market-leading
text emphasises the basic theme of "different costs for different purposes," and reaches
beyond cost accounting procedures to consider concepts, analyses, and management. The
17th Edition incorporates the latest research and most up-to-date thinking into all relevant
chapters, so that students are prepared for the rewards and challenges they will face in the
professional cost accounting world of today and tomorrow.

Principles of Management is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements
of the introductory course on management. This is a traditional approach to
management using the leading, planning, organizing, and controlling approach.
Management is a broad business discipline, and the Principles of Management course
covers many management areas such as human resource management and strategic
management, as well behavioral areas such as motivation. No one individual can be an
expert in all areas of management, so an additional benefit of this text is that specialists
in a variety of areas have authored individual chapters.
Directed primarily toward undergraduate business college/university majors, this text
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also provides practical content to current and aspiring industry professionals. Financial
crises, catastrophic disasters, and business scandals are constantly making today’s
headlines. Annie McKee, author of the textbook Management: A Focus on Leaders,
believes that amidst these issues we are experiencing a unique opportunity to add new
fervor to the way we prepare students for the future. Directly addressing the challenges
and opportunities in our changing world, Management: A Focus on Leaders shows
future managers how to lead in a complex, yet exciting, global environment.
A less-expensive grayscale paperback version is available. Search for ISBN
9781680922936. Principles of Accounting is designed to meet the scope and sequence
requirements of a two-semester accounting course that covers the fundamentals of
financial and managerial accounting. This book is specifically designed to appeal to
both accounting and non-accounting majors, exposing students to the core concepts of
accounting in familiar ways to build a strong foundation that can be applied across
business fields. Each chapter opens with a relatable real-life scenario for today's
college student. Thoughtfully designed examples are presented throughout each
chapter, allowing students to build on emerging accounting knowledge. Concepts are
further reinforced through applicable connections to more detailed business processes.
Students are immersed in the "why" as well as the "how" aspects of accounting in order
to reinforce concepts and promote comprehension over rote memorization.
With its tried-and-true framework and respected author team,
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Horngren/Harrison/Oliver’s Accounting—when combined with MyAccountingLab—is the
trusted choice for instructors and students of Principles of Accounting. To package
MyAccountingLab with Accounting, order ISBN 0132785862. Accounting and the
Business Environment; Recording Business Transactions; The Adjusting Process;
Completing the Accounting Cyc? Merchandising Operations; Merchandise Inventory;
Internal Control and Cash; Receivables; Plant Assets and Intangibles; Current
Liabilities and Payroll; Long-Term Liabillities, Bonds Payable, and Classification of
Liabilities on the Balance Sheet; Corporations, Paid-In Capital, and the Balance Sheet;
Corporations: Effects on Retained Earnings and the Income Statement; Statement of
Cash Flows; Financial Statement Analysis; Statement of Cash Flows; Financial
Statement Analysis; Introduction to Management Accounting; Job Order and Process
Costing; Activity-Based Costing and Other Cost-Management Tools; Cost-VolumeProfit Analysis; Short-Term Business Decisions; Capital Investment Decisions and the
Time Value of Money; The Master Budget and Responsibility Accounting; Flexible
Budgets and Standard Costs; Performance Evaluation and the Balanced Scorecard
MARKET: For anyone interested in learning the principles of accounting.
Close the gap between homework and exam performance with
Warren/Reeve/Duchac's CORPORATE FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 13E! Marketleading CORPORATE FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING has been on the forefront of
innovation and change based on the needs of today's teaching and learning
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environment. Warren/Reeve/Duchac's CORPORATE FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 13e
helps elevate student thinking with content that addresses each stage of the learning
process from motivation to mastery. It motivates students to learn, provides practice
opportunities to better prepare for exams, and helps students achieve mastery with
tools to help them make connections and see the big picture. The Complete Learning
System in CORPORATE FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING is built around the way students
use textbooks to learn, study and complete homework, allowing them to achieve
ultimate success in this course. The most significant changes for this edition involve the
inclusion of the new revenue recognition standard. The end goal of
Warren/Reeve/Duchac's CORPORATE FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING learning system is
to elevate thinking and create more empowered and prepared students--ready to take
on the rest of their educational and career goals. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
NOTE: Used books, rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson If purchasing or
renting from companies other than Pearson, the access codes for the Enhanced
Pearson eText may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously redeemed.
Check with the seller before completing your purchase. This package includes the
Enhanced Pearson eText and the bound book This guide gives current and future
educators practical help for rediscovering the value, potential, richness, and adventure
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of a diverse classroom-while developing the capacity to professionally address the
differential learning and transition needs of culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD)
students. Ideal for pre- and in-service teachers, district and building administrators,
school specialists, and paraprofessionals, it presents the latest tools, procedures,
strategies, and ideas for ensuring effective teaching and learning for students of any
native language. Included are new ways to reach and maximize relationships with
parents, caregivers, and extended family members by partnering with them in
appropriate pedagogical practices. The new Third Edition of Mastering ESL/EF
Methods includes illustrated concepts; global connections; tips for practice in the EFL
classroom; a revised framework for the conceptual definitions of approach method,
strategy, and technique; an expanded Glossary; interactive video links; a revised
discussion of dual language programs; and an overview of program model
effectiveness. The Enhanced Pearson eText features embedded videos. Improve
mastery and retention with the Enhanced Pearson eText* The Enhanced Pearson
eText provides a rich, interactive learning environment designed to improve student
mastery of content. The Enhanced Pearson eText is: Engaging. The new interactive,
multimedia learning features were developed by the authors and other subject-matter
experts to deepen and enrich the learning experience. Convenient. Enjoy instant online
access from your computer or download the Pearson eText App to read on or offline on
your iPad® and Android® tablet.* Affordable. The Enhanced Pearson eText may be
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purchased stand-alone or with a loose-leaf version of the text for 40-65% less than a
print bound book. * The Enhanced eText features are only available in the Pearson
eText format. They are not available in third-party eTexts or downloads. *The Pearson
eText App is available on Google Play and in the App Store. It requires Android OS
3.1-4, a 7" or 10" tablet, or iPad iOS 5.0 or later. 0133832228 / 9780133832228
Mastering ESL/EFL Methods: Differentiated Instruction for Culturally and Linguistically
Diverse (CLD) Students with Enhanced Pearson eText -- Access Card Package
Package consists of: 0133594971 / 9780133594973 Mastering ESL/EFL Methods:
Differentiated Instruction for Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CLD) Students
0133827674 / 9780133827675 Mastering ESL/EFL Methods: Differentiated Instruction
for Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CLD) Students, Enhanced Pearson eText -Access Card

About the book Use the most current information to prepare students for their
field · Emphasis on Global Issues reflect today's increasingly global business
environment, including: · The importance of joint cost allocation in creating a
trade war between poultry farms in South Africa and the United States (Chapter
16). · The text's examples of management accounting applications in companies
are drawn from international settings. · Focus on merchandising and service
sectors (versus traditional manufacturing settings)highlight the shifts in the US
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and world economies, includ.
Success in Accounting starts here! Horngren's Accounting presents the core
content of an accounting fundamentals course in an effective and modern format
designed to help today's learners succeed. Students learn, within an Australian
business context, how financial decision-making is based on accurate and
complete accounting information. Clear and consistent explanations of how and
why accepted accounting concepts and techniques are used, to ensure students
understand what they are reading. Explore the interactive brochure The
innovative digital learning resources which accompany Horngren's Accounting
provide most effective way to learn and practice the fundamentals of accounting
anytime, anywhere. The eighth edition is accurate and up-to-date, is guided by
extensive research and review feedback, and incorporates the very latest
Australian Accounting Standards. The new author team has focused on clarity,
consistency and accuracy within the content. New and improved learning tools
and resources enable educators to help students both inside and outside the
classroom. Pearson recommends including MyAccountingLab with your
purchase. MyAccountingLab is designed to work with the text and is the perfect
way to engage each student effectively, by providing innovative multimedia and
content online. This effective learning system integrates quizzes, homework and
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adaptive learning tools with a complete eText version of this text.
Cost accounting provides key data to managers for planning and controlling, as
well as costing products, services, even customers. Cost Accounting, 16e
focuses on how this discipline would help managers make better decisions, as
cost accountants are increasingly becoming integral members of company’s
decision-making teams. In order to emphasize this prominence in decision
making, the authors have used the ‘different costs for different purposes’ theme
throughout this book. By focusing on basic concepts, analyses, uses and
procedures instead of procedures alone, they have recognized cost accounting
as a managerial tool for business strategy and
The authors have kept the text concise by focusing on the key concepts students
need to master. Opening vignettes & 'in action' boxes show realistic applications
of these concepts throughout. Comprehensive end-of-chapter problems provide
students with all the practice they need to fully learn each concept.
Cost Accounting, Student Value EditionPearson College DivisionCost
AccountingPrentice Hall
Horngren's Cost Accounting leads the market because of its strong emphasis on
decision making, extensive real-world examples provided in a modular, flexible
format and is supported by a large quantity and range of assignment material.
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This text focuses on how cost accounting helps managers make better decisions
by using financial and nonfinancial information better. KEY TOPICS: The
Accountant's Vital Role in Decision Making;An Introduction to Cost Terms and
Purposes;Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis;Job Costing;Activity-Based Costing and
Management;Master Budget and Responsibility Accounting;Flexible Budgets,
Variances, and Management Control: I; Flexible Budgets, Variances, and
Management Control: II;Income Effects of Denominator Level on Inventory
Valuation; Analysis of Cost Behaviour;Decision Making and Relevant
Information;Pricing Decisions; Profitability and Cost Management;Strategy, the
Balanced Scorecard, and Profitability Analysis; Period Cost Application;Cost
Allocation: Joint Products and Byproducts;Revenue and Customer Profitability
Analysis;Process Costing;Spoilage, Rework, and Scrap; Inventory Cost
Management Strategies;Capital Budgeting: Methods of Investment
Analysis;Transfer Pricing and Multinational Management Control
Systems;Multinational Performance Measurement and Compensation MARKET:
Appropriate for Introduction to Management Accounting Courses.
For undergraduate and MBA Cost or Management Accounting courses The text
that defined the cost accounting market. Horngren’s Cost Accounting, defined
the cost accounting market and continues to innovate today by consistently
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integrating the most current practice and theory into the text. This acclaimed,
market-leading text emphasizes the basic theme of “different costs for different
purposes,” and reaches beyond cost accounting procedures to consider
concepts, analyses, and management. This edition incorporates the latest
research and most up-to-date thinking into all relevant chapters and more
MyAccountingLab® coverage! MyAccountingLab is web-based tutorial and
assessment software for accounting that not only gives students more "I Get It"
moments, but gives instructors the flexibility to make technology an integral part
of their course, or a supplementary resource for students. Please note that the
product you are purchasing does not include MyAccountingLab.
MyAccountingLab Join over 11 million students benefiting from Pearson MyLabs.
This title can be supported by MyAccountingLab, an online homework and tutorial
system designed to test and build your understanding. Would you like to use the
power of MyAccountingLab to accelerate your learning? You need both an
access card and a course ID to access MyAccountingLab. These are the steps
you need to take: 1. Make sure that your lecturer is already using the system Ask
your lecturer before purchasing a MyLab product as you will need a course ID
from them before you can gain access to the system. 2. Check whether an
access card has been included with the book at a reduced cost If it has, it will be
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on the inside back cover of the book. 3. If you have a course ID but no access
code, you can benefit from MyAccountingLab at a reduced price by purchasing a
pack containing a copy of the book and an access code for MyAccountingLab
(ISBN : 9781292079080) 4. If your lecturer is using the MyLab and you would like
to purchase the product... Go to www.myaccountinglab.com to buy access to this
interactive study programme. For educator access, contact your Pearson
representative. To find out who your Pearson representative is, visit
www.pearsoned.co.uk/replocator
Horngren's Cost Accounting defines the cost accounting market and continues to
innovate today by consistently integrating the most current practice and theory
into the text. This acclaimed, market-leading text emphasizes the basic theme of
"different costs for different purposes," and reaches beyond cost accounting
procedures to consider concepts, analyses, and management. The 16th Edition
incorporates the latest research and most up-to-date thinking into all relevant
chapters, so that students are prepared for the rewards and challenges they will
face in the professional cost accounting world of today and tomorrow. (Quelle:
www.pearson.com).
For undergraduate or MBA-level managerial accounting courses. An essential
tool for understanding how to make effective economic decisions. In today's
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troubled economy, it's important to show students how managerial decisions can
affect business costs.Introduction to Management Accounting helps to enhance
students' ability to make effective economic decisions by encouraging them to
understand the inner-workings of the concepts, rather than solely focusing on
technique memorization. Overall, this text describes both theory and common
practices in a way that will help students produce information that's useful in dayto-day decision-making. The fifth edition includes new and revised material on
real-businesses and ethics.
Management and cost accounting has been the basic toolbox in business
administration for decades. Today it is an integral part of all curricula in business
education and no student can afford not to be familiar with its basic concepts and
instruments. At the same time, business in general, and management accounting
in particular, is becoming more and more international. English clearly has
evolved as the "lingua franca" of international business. Academics, students as
well as practitioners exchange their views and ideas, discuss concepts and
communicate with each other in English. This is certainly also true for cost
accounting and management accounting. Management Accounting is becoming
increasingly international. "Management and Cost Accounting" is a new English
language textbook covering concepts and instruments of cost and management
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accounting at an introductory level (Bachelor, but also suited for MBA courses
due to strong focus on practical applications and cases). This textbook covers all
topics that are relevant in management accounting in business organizations and
that are typically covered in German and Central European Bachelor classes on
cost accounting and management accounting. After an introduction to the topic,
including major differences between the German approach and the purely AngloSaxon approach of management accounting, the book describes different cost
terms and concepts applied in German cost accounting, The book is much more
specific here compared to US-American standard textbooks. Based on different
cost concepts, the topic of cost behavior is discussed, including the determination
of cost functions. The heart of the book guides the reader through the general
structure of a fully developed cost accounting system following the German and
Central European standard: It starts with cost type accounting, moves on to cost
center accounting and finally deals with cost unit accounting, assigning cost to
goods and services offered in the market. The remaining parts of the book deal
with decision making and how management and cost accounting data can
support managers in this task. A comparison of absorption costing and variable
costing introduces the reader to management decisions such as product portfolio
and outsourcing decisions. Additionally, cost-volume-profit analysis (break-evenPage 15/20
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analysis) is covered. The book closes with a comprehensive treatment of cost
planning and variance analysis.
This text is an unbound, three hole punched version. Government and Not-forProfit Accounting, 7th Edition by Michael Granof, Saleha Khumawala, Thad
Calabrese, and Daniel Smith makes students aware of the dynamism of
government and not-for-profit accounting and of the intellectual challenges that it
presents. Not only does the 7th edition keep students informed of current
accounting and reporting standards and practices, but it also ensures that they
are aware of the reasons behind them, their strengths and limitations, and
possible alternatives.
For MBA-level managerial accounting courses. An essential tool for
understanding how to make effective economic decisions. In today's troubled
economy, it's important to show students how managerial decisions can affect
business costs.Introduction to Management Accounting helps to enhance
students' ability to make effective economic decisions by encouraging them to
understand the inner-workings of the concepts, rather than solely focusing on
technique memorization. Overall, this text describes both theory and common
practices in a way that will help students produce information that's useful in dayto-day decision-making. The fifteenth edition includes new and revised material
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on real-businesses and ethics.
This popular text offers clear and comprehensive coverage of management and cost
accounting for students and professionals. Management and Cost Accounting is the
European adaptation of Horngren, Datar and Rajan's leading US text, Cost Accounting:
A Managerial Emphasis. The content has been significantly revised to reflect
management accounting syllabuses across Europe. Rich in examples and real-life
applications, Management and Cost Accounting brings technical and theoretical
concepts to life. The international focus of the text is supported by a wealth of case
studies featuring companies from around the world, and all coverage is fully updated in
line with recent research.
Warren/Reeve/Duchac’s MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING 14E provides a solid
foundation in managerial accounting fundamentals, while motivating students to learn
by showing how accounting is important to business. Business examples and a new
chapter schema provide context for readers, demonstrating how each chapter’s
content fits into the big picture, connecting fundamental concepts with real businesses.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The text and images in this book are in grayscale. A hardback color version is available.
Search for ISBN 9781680922929. Principles of Accounting is designed to meet the
scope and sequence requirements of a two-semester accounting course that covers the
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fundamentals of financial and managerial accounting. This book is specifically designed
to appeal to both accounting and non-accounting majors, exposing students to the core
concepts of accounting in familiar ways to build a strong foundation that can be applied
across business fields. Each chapter opens with a relatable real-life scenario for today's
college student. Thoughtfully designed examples are presented throughout each
chapter, allowing students to build on emerging accounting knowledge. Concepts are
further reinforced through applicable connections to more detailed business processes.
Students are immersed in the "why" as well as the "how" aspects of accounting in order
to reinforce concepts and promote comprehension over rote memorization.
Go beyond managerial accounting theory to the techniques used in management today.
Managerial Accounting: Making Decisions and Motivating Performance enables
managers and business owners to attain the core skills they need to become integral
members of their company's decision-making teams. This new program from
established authors Srikant M. Datar and Madhav Rajan emphasizes decision-making
and the effects of decisions. While many texts teach the theories and frameworks of
management education, Managerial Accounting goes further by covering the
capabilities and techniques necessary for effective management practice, as well as
fostering attitudes that typify integrity, honesty, and fairness. 0132816245 /
9780132816243 Managerial Accounting: Making Decisions and Motivating
Performance Plus NEW MyAccountingLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package
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Package consists of: 0132829444 / 9780132829441 NEW MyAccountingLab with
Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Managerial Accounting: Making Decisions and
Motivating Performance, 1/e 0137024878 / 9780137024872 Managerial Accounting:
Making Decisions and Motivating Performance, 1/e
Accounting by Joe Booth is a developer's guide to basic accounting. Written with
business app development in mind, Booth discusses some of the most common
accounting processes, including assets, multiple accounts, journaling, posting,
inventory, and payroll. An appendix includes SQL code examples to get you started
with several basic accounting transactions. This updated and expanded second edition
of Book provides a user-friendly introduction to the subject, Taking a clear structural
framework, it guides the reader through the subject's core elements. A flowing writing
style combines with the use of illustrations and diagrams throughout the text to ensure
the reader understands even the most complex of concepts. This succinct and
enlightening overview is a required reading for all those interested in the subject . We
hope you find this book useful in shaping your future career & Business.
This chapter-by-chapter learning aid systematicaly and effectively helps students study
college accounting and get the maximum benefit from their study time. Each chapter
provides a Summary Practice Test with fill-in-the-blanks, multiple choice, and true/false
problems AND solutions to al the questions, and the Working Papers Working Papers
contain tailor-made spreadsheets to al end-of-chapter problems.
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